
SPECIFICATION OF FA SERIES
FEATURES

1. EMI absorber product filled with high efficiency metal ; 

    excellent function of absorption and suppression 

    of electron wave noise.

2. Feasible to cope with optical product by frequency band as 

    application of various fillers.

3. Thin, lightweight, flexible ; reliable in wide applications.

4. Possible to supply eco-friendly products as developing 

    halogen free product.

APPLICATIONS

1. Suppressing radiated noise and its internal interference of 

    electronic devices.

2. Intra-system application to suppress noise in quasi-microwave range.

3. Improving the distance of electromagnetic signal recognition and preventing interference between 

    loop antennas and adjacent metal objects.

4. Communication devices, office electronics, computers, home appliances, and devices mounted on

    automobiles, radar's and TV ghost measures, ETC (the electronic toll collection system), wireless 

    equipment, military, etc.

ORDERING CODE 

(1) DESIGN CODE

(2) PRODUCT TYPE CODE

(3) SIZE CODE 

      (Length x Thickness x Width in mm)

(4) ADHESIVE TAPE CODE

SPECIFICATIONS & DIMENSIONS 

Item AN FA Series

Dimensions(mm) Thickness:0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0mm ; Width x Length to customer request.   

Reflection Loss(S11) (Refer to below chart)

Surface Resistance(Ω) Min. 1.0x109

Hardness(Shore A) 80±5

Density(g/㎝3) 3.0~3.4

Thermal Conductivity(W/mk) Min. 0.8

Service Temp.(℃) -25~90

※Other sizes are available upon request.

※All the data listed in this catalogue are for reference only, King Core reserves the right to alter or revise the specifications without prior notification.
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SPECIFICATION OF FA SERIES
S11 REFLECTION LOSS CURVE

EFFECT

※Other sizes are available upon request.
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Many factors determine the true
attenuation of an electromagnetic
absorbing material, including type and
thickness of polymer, adhesive type,
intimacy of substrate contact,
smoothness of application surface,
strength and frequency of the EMI
signal, etc. However, using standard
tests and fixtures, it is possible to
determine a value for the attenuation.
AN FA series EMI / RFI absorber
typical attenuation range is dependent
on thickness.

Attenuation(S11 Reflection loss)
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